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I N S I D E  T H I S  I S SU E

Minimize Percentage Rent by 
Excluding 15 Things from ‘Gross Sales’
By Glenn S. Demby

Your retail lease may require you to pay two types of rent: minimum 
fixed rent and a percentage of the “gross sales” you generate from the 
property above a specific dollar amount (called the “breakpoint”). 
The economic heart of the arrangement is the scope of the “gross 
sales” definition—that is, the revenues it does and doesn’t include. 
Of course, you’ll want to define “gross sales” as narrowly as possible; 
your owner, naturally, will seek the exact opposite. How the negotia-
tion turns out will ultimately depend on each side’s bargaining power. 
But while every situation is different, there are 15 types of revenues 
that any tenant should at least try to exclude from “gross sales.” We’ll 
tell you what they are and give you a Model Lease Clause: Minimize 
Percentage Rent with ‘Gross Rent’ Carve-Outs, which you can adapt 
and use in your lease.

The Justification for ‘Gross Sales’ Carve-Outs
It’s not just a money play. There are principles for not counting certain 
revenues as “gross sales.” Explanation: Percentage rent is supposed 
to help both sides. Owners get to share in their tenants’ financial suc-
cess; the more the tenant sells, the more rent the owner gets. This, in 
turn, motivates owners to maximize traffic. And because tenants are 
on the hook only when gross sales exceed the breakpoint, percentage 
rent reduces the tenant’s costs and risks, especially in hard times.

 In theory, it’s all perfectly fair as long as the pie is limited to sales 
revenues that the shopping center actually helps the tenant generate. 
But owners often try to define “gross sales” as “the actual sales price” 
of all goods, merchandise, and services sold. The problem with this 
formulation is that retail sales prices include revenues that are unre-
lated to the tenant’s use of the premises under the lease. Tenants need 
to identify and negotiate to exclude these revenues from “gross sales.”

EXCLUDE 15 TYPES OF REVENUES

1. Internet Sales
Percentage rent came into vogue during the Great Depression as 
a way to help tenants who couldn’t sell enough to meet their fixed 
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New Standard for Measuring 
Office Space Takes Effect
The International Property Measurement 
Standard for Offices (IPMS for Office 
Buildings) took effect last month, creating 
a uniform method for measuring property 
globally. By replacing dozens of standards 
around the world, the new standard is 
expected to eliminate confusion, inconsis-
tencies, and conflicting property size quotes 
that could vary by as much as 24 percent for 
the same space, according to research by 
property firm Jones Lang LaSalle.

 “Globalization is not a coming trend—it is 
here and it is a fact of life,” said Lori Burger, 
president of the Institute of Real Estate 
Management (IREM), which is a member 
of the coalition that led the development of 
the new standard. “There continues to be a 
steady increase in cross-border investments 
and in international capital flows. In what 
has become a global real estate market, 
the need for transparency, for a common 
language, and for international standards 
becomes paramount.” ♦
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monthly rent stay in business. It’s an old school concept based on the 
“bricks-and-mortar” shopping center. A strong case can be made that 
it shouldn’t apply to sales made in cyberspace. Your choices:

 Expressly exclude all online sales. Include language in your lease 
that specifically excludes all online sales [Clause, Sec. 2(a)].

 Limit scope of online sales covered. If you don’t have the clout to 
exclude them, specifically limit which online sales count as gross 
sales. Possibilities include counting only online sales:

 ■ Of specific goods or services; and/or

 ■ Of specific locations, such as orders received (in order of prefer-
ence) by websites:

— At the leased premises;
— Within the leased premises’ Zip code;
— Within a specific radius of the leased premises; or
— Within the leased premises’ sales region or district.

 Don’t say anything. A fallback strategy is not to address the issue 
and hope that a court will interpret the silence as an implied agree-
ment to exclude online sales. Of course, deliberately ignoring a key 
lease issue could lead to disputes with your owner down the road. 
And relying on a court to bail you out in the event of such a dispute is 
risky. But if you do wind up in court, the owner will probably have to 
prove that you agreed to pay percentage rent on online sales—a bur-
den that will be hard to meet without express lease language. So while 
it is risky, the “just ignore it” strategy might work as a last resort.

2. Catalog & Other Sales Placed by Customers Off-Site
The same principles justify excluding catalog, mail, email, fax, video, 
phone, and other sales made by customers who don’t actually come 
to the store. Again, specific and full exclusion is your first choice, fol-
lowed by limiting the scope of purchases covered [Clause, Sec. 2(b)].

PRACTICAL POINTER: Gross sale revenue on items sold should be recog-
nized either when the order is placed or filled, but not both. Don’t let your 
owner charge you twice for the same sale.

3. Taxes
Federal, state, and local sales and excise taxes on sold items that you 
simply collect from customers and remit to the government aren’t 
income even though they’re included in the sale price. So you should 
try to exclude them from “gross sales” [Clause, Sec. 2(c)].

4. Gift Certificates
Negotiate to exclude proceeds from purchases of gift certificates, 
vouchers, and the like unless and until they’re actually redeemed for 
goods or services [Clause, Sec. 2(d)].
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M O D E L  L E A S E  C L A U S E

1 . “Gross Sales” includes the aggregate amount of the sales or rental price of all merchandise sold and 
charges for all services from the business conducted by Tenant, its subtenants, assignees, successors, 
licensees, concessionaires, and others permitted to use the leased premises during the lease term, in, 
upon or from any part of the Leased Premises, other than the exclusions set forth below.

2 . Exclusions: Notwithstanding anything set forth herein to the contrary, “Gross Sales” used to calculate 
percentage rent under this Lease does not include:

a. Revenues relating to goods or services sold by the Tenant through websites on the Internet, 
regardless of the place of order, fulfillment, or delivery;

b. Sales by mail, email, telephone, catalog, facsimile, Internet, electronic, video, and computer 
orders and orders by means of other technology-based systems, whether currently existing 
or developed hereafter, regardless of the place of order, fulfillment, or delivery;

c. Federal, state, and local sales, excise, luxury, use, and similar taxes included as part of the 
purchase price that Tenant collects and remits to the government or taxing agency;

d. Gift certificates, merchant certificates, and like vouchers until such time they are redeemed or 
used to make a purchase;

e. Interest and finance charges on credit sales covering Tenant’s cost of money extended to 
customers for credit;

f. Three percent of the sale price on all credit sales, which deducted amount shall constitute a 
bad debt allowance covering the Tenant’s risks if the customer’s debt proves uncollectable;

g. Fees covering the cost of labor incurred by Tenant in providing incidental services to custom-
ers, such as delivery and gift wrapping charges;

h. Refunds and credits for returning or trading in merchandise or otherwise provided to custom-
ers by Tenant in the ordinary course of business;

i. Discounts Tenant provides on purchases by employees, senior citizens, and military personnel;

j. Sums and credits received by Tenant to settle claims for lost or damaged merchandise to the 
extent previously reported as Gross Sales;

k. Proceeds of insurance compensating Tenant for property and other losses or damages at the 
Leased Premises;

l. Sublease, concessionary, and license fees;

m. Sales of fixtures, furniture, equipment, or property to the extent such sales are not part of the 
Tenant’s ordinary course of business;

n. Revenues and fees collected by Tenant from on-site vending machines, video and amusement 
games, pay telephones, postal service, and newspaper revenue, whether operated by coin, 
computer, credit card, or otherwise;

o. Sales that yield no profit that Tenant makes in pursuit of a “loss leader” business strategy.

Minimize Percentage Rent with ‘Gross Rent’ Carve-Outs
The following Model Lease Clause, which is based on 
recommendations of leasing attorneys, is highly favorable 
to tenants because it includes so many exclusions. Unless 
you’re in a commanding bargaining position, you may 

have to give up some of the more advantageous provisions. 
But you can ask your attorney to use the clause as a stan-
dard to shoot for during lease negotiations and drafting.

DEFINITION OF GROSS SALES
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5. Interest & Finance Charges
Interest and finance charges on credit sales cover the 
costs you incur for money and aren’t income. So you 
should try to exclude them [Clause, Sec. 2(e)]. Excep-
tion: If finance charges actually are a profit center, 
you should be prepared to include them in gross sales.

6. Bad Debt Allowances
If you sell on credit, you run the risk of not getting 
paid. So negotiate for the right to deduct a percent-
age of annual gross sales as an allowance in case you 
can’t collect. One to three percent is a pretty standard 
bad debt deduction allowance, experts say [Clause, 
Sec. 2(f)].

7. Labor for Incidental Customer Services
Try to exclude labor charges for incidental services 
you provide to customers, such as for gift wrapping 
or delivery, to the extent these charges just cover your 
costs and aren’t a source of income [Clause, Sec. 2(g)].

8. Customer Refunds
You should be able to deduct from gross sales all 
cash refunds and credits you provide to customers for 
returning or trading in merchandise [Clause, Sec. 2(h)].

9. Employee & Other Discounts
If you sell goods or services to your employees at a 
discount, you should be able to deduct the employee 
discount from the sales price. Ditto for senior, mili-
tary, and other discounts [Clause, Sec. 2(i)].

10.  Lost or Damaged Goods  
Settlement Payments

Cash and credits you get to settle claims for the 
loss or damage of merchandise should be excluded 
because they’re not “sales” made in the routine course 
of business; they’re just sums paid to make up for 
losses [Clause, Sec. 2(j)].

11. Insurance Proceeds
The same reasoning justifies excluding the proceeds 
of insurance for property loss or damage you suffer 
at the premises—for example, to replace inventory 
destroyed in a fire [Clause, Sec. 2(k)].

12. Sublease & License Fees
It’s reasonable for owners to include the sales of 
your subtenants, licensees, and concessionaires in 

your gross sales. But it’s equally reasonable for you 
to exclude the fees you receive under the sublease, 
license, or concession agreement because they’re not 
income from the “sale” of goods or services [Clause, 
Sec. 2(l)].

13.  Non-Routine Sales of Furniture  
& Fixtures

Gross sales should not include the proceeds you get 
for selling off furniture, fixtures, or equipment used 
in the premises to the extent such sales aren’t made 
in the ordinary course of your business [Clause, 
Sec. 2(m)].

14.  Vending Machine & Other  
Incidental Revenues

You may be able to save a ton of money on percent-
age rent by excluding incidental sales that aren’t part 
of the core business, such as revenues from on-site:
 ■ Vending machines;
 ■ Video, computer, or arcade games;
 ■ Stamp dispensers;
 ■ Newspaper machines;
 ■ Pay phones (believe it or not, they do still exist); 
and
 ■ ATMs [Clause, Sec. 2(n)].

15. Loss Leader Sales
If you have a lot of leverage, you may be able to get 
your owner to exclude sales of “loss leaders”—that is, 
products sold at a cut rate as a way to lure new cus-
tomers or entice them to buy profitable products, since 
loss leaders don’t generate profits [Clause, Sec. 2(o)].

Make Sure Your Lease Actually Reflects 
Your Agreement
Getting a fair deal on percentage rent isn’t just about 
leverage and negotiations. Once you reach agreement 
with the owner, you need to ensure that the lease—
especially the definition of “gross sales”—reflects 
what you actually agreed to. If the language isn’t 
clear, the owner could end up charging you more per-
centage rent than you’re prepared to pay. This can 
lead to bad blood, costly litigation, and unexpectedly 
high rent bills. ♦

Glenn S . Demby is a corporate attorney and award-winning legal 
journalist who specializes in explaining the law in plain English and 
helping business leaders overcome their regulatory challenges. He 
can be contacted at glennsdemby@gmail.com.

‘Gross Sales’ (continued from p. 2)
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W I N N E R S 
&  L O S E R S

Does Owner’s Failure to Curb Noisy Neighbors  
Give You Grounds for Constructive Eviction?

There are two ways your owner can 
evict you: (1) “Actual eviction,” or 
going to court to get an eviction 
order, is the appropriate way; and 
(2) “constructive eviction,” or doing 
something so egregious to interfere 
with your business that it forces 
you to leave, is the other. The term 
“constructive eviction” is mislead-
ing since you’re the one who actu-
ally decides to leave without being 
ordered to. But while the “evic-
tion” is a legal fiction, the legal 
consequences of being construc-
tively evicted are very real. If you 
can show your owner constructive-

ly evicted you, you can get out of 
your lease without paying rent and/
or sue the owner for damages.

 The catch: In a court case, you 
must prove that you were construc-
tively evicted. And that’s not easy. 
Among other things, a tenant must 
show that the owner interfered with 
its “right of quiet enjoyment”—
the covenant in the lease, whether 
implied or express, guaranteeing 
the tenant’s right to possess and 
use the property for the purpose 
it was leased for without undue 
disturbance.

 Changing a tenant’s locks and 
deliberately cutting off its power 
are obvious examples of actions 
that interfere with a tenant’s right 
of quiet enjoyment. But construc-
tive eviction can also be more sub-
tle. One way owners can cross the 
line is by failing to keep neighbor-
ing tenants from disturbing you. 
The following cases illustrate the 
principles courts consider in decid-
ing if an owner’s failure to curb dis-
turbances from a neighbor violates 
a tenant’s right of quiet enjoyment.

1.  Noisy Neighbor = Grounds for 
Constructive Eviction

Facts: A Florida patio furniture store tenant complains 
repeatedly to the shopping center owner about the con-
stant noise and vibration coming from the aerobics studio 
next door. The owner promises to take care of the problem 
but never does. After nine months of waiting, the tenant 
decides enough is enough and moves out. The owner 
sues the tenant for the remaining rent. The tenant argues 
that it was constructively evicted.

Decision: The Florida Federal District Court rules that the 
tenant didn’t have to pay the rent because it was construc-
tively evicted.

Explanation: The owner’s failure to control the noisy 
aerobics studio constituted constructive eviction, said the 
court, because:

• The noise and vibration “made it difficult, if not impos-
sible” for the tenant to run its business and led to the 
loss of customers and salespersons;

• The owner was notified repeatedly and was in a posi-
tion to control the problem but never did;

• The tenant waited a “reasonable time” for the owner to 
act before deciding to move out; and

• The lease clause relieving the owner of liability for dam-
ages caused by the owner’s failure to perform lease 
obligations was irrelevant because the tenant wasn’t 
asking for damages but termination of the lease as a 
result of the owner’s breach of its right to quiet enjoy-
ment [Barton v. Mitchell Co., May 1987].

2.  Noisy Neighbor ≠ Grounds for 
Constructive Eviction

Facts: A tenant clears out of its New York City Tae Kwon 
Do studio lease about three years into its 10-year lease. 
The owner sues for the remaining rent. The tenant claims 
that it’s been constructively evicted, citing the owner’s 
failure to control noise from a neighboring tenant that 
allegedly interfered with its quiet enjoyment and use of 
the studio.

Decision: The New York trial court rules that the tenant 
wasn’t constructively evicted and was still on the hook for 
the rent.

Explanation: Unlike the furniture store in Barton, the 
tenant in this case couldn’t prove constructive eviction, 
because:

• There was no evidence that the tenant had ever com-
plained to the owner about the noisy neighbor;

• The lease said the owner wasn’t liable to the tenant for 
violations of building rules committed by other tenants; 
and

• The tenant was behind on rent before it vacated and 
the lease specifically required the tenant to pay rent in 
full “without set off or deduction of any kind whatso-
ever,” including for breach of quiet enjoyment [Alpha 
Holding Corp. v. Brescio, April 2009].

(continued on p. 6)
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IN A NUTSHELL

An owner’s failure to prevent loud noises and other disturbances by neighboring tenants 
can be grounds for constructive eviction if the tenant can show that:

✦ The neighbor’s disturbances substantially interfered with the tenant’s right of quiet 
enjoyment;

✦ It notified and gave the owner a reasonable opportunity to fix the problem;

✦ The disturbances ultimately forced it to leave the premises; and

✦ It didn’t waive its right to bring a constructive eviction action against the owner. ♦

Winners & Losers (continued from p. 5)

Who’s Responsible for Workers’ Asbestos Exposure 
During Tenant Construction?

P O P 
Q U I Z

SITUATION

A shopping center leases space to a shoe store with-
out notifying the tenant that the ceiling tiles contain 
asbestos. The lease requires the tenant to install a 
new heating and air-conditioning system in the space. 
It also makes the tenant solely responsible for compli-
ance with “all laws” in connection with the work. The 
tenant hires an HVAC contractor to do the job. But 
because it doesn’t know about the asbestos, it doesn’t 
notify the contractor; neither does the owner. Result: 
The contractor’s workers are exposed to asbestos and 
develop a form of cancer known as asbestositis. The 
workers sue the owner and tenant for damages, citing 
labor laws requiring “employers” to warn and protect 
workers against asbestos hazards.

QUESTION

Could the tenant be liable for the HVAC workers’ 
cancer?

A. No, because it doesn’t own the property.

B. Yes, but only if it could and should have found  
out about the asbestos.

C. No, because the tenant isn’t the HVAC workers’ 
“employer.”

D. Yes, because the lease makes the tenant solely 
responsible for compliance.

ANSWER

B . Under labor laws, the tenant could be liable for 
failing to protect the HVAC workers if it should rea-
sonably have known that asbestos was present.

EXPLANATION

Labor laws like the federal Occupational Health and 
Safety Act and its state equivalents (which, for sim-
plicity’s sake, we’ll refer to collectively as OSHA) 
require “employers” to protect workers against work 
hazards. So if there’s asbestos at your site, you must 
protect any of your employees who may be exposed. 
But what you might not realize is that your OSHA 
asbestos duties may extend not just to your own 
employees but to the workers of contractors and sub-
contractors whom you hire to work at the site. This 
scenario, which is based on actual court cases and 
OSHA guidelines, illustrates the key legal principles 
tenants must understand to manage their liability 
risks.

 OSHA asbestos rules require site “owners” to 
ensure that workers who may be exposed are noti-
fied of the presence of asbestos at the site, regardless 
of who actually employs those workers. According to 
the regulation, “owners are often the only and/or best 
source of information” about the asbestos present at 
the site. Note that an “owner” may include a tenant 
that leases the property. The tenant in this scenar-
io didn’t actually know about the asbestos because 
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the owner never told it. The question then becomes: 
Should it have reasonably known that there was 
asbestos present in the space it leased? If so, the ten-
ant would probably be liable for failing to warn the 
HVAC contractor’s workers. So B is the right answer. 
(See OSHA Asbestos Standard, 29 CFR §1910.1001.)

WHY WRONG ANSWERS ARE WRONG

A is wrong because while owners are, in fact, respon-
sible for asbestos, so potentially are tenants to the 
extent they’re in a position to control the hazard. In 
other words, OSHA liability as between owners and 
tenants isn’t an either-or proposition. So was the ten-
ant in a position to control the hazard? The answer 
would depend on whether it did enough to find out 
about the asbestos—either from the owner or by 
doing its own due diligence.

C is wrong because: (1) OSHA asbestos duties apply 
not just to “employers” but to owners of a site where 
asbestos is present; (2) tenants may be considered 
owners for OSHA purposes; and (3) any asbestos 
duties the tenant does have would apply not just to its 
own employees but to any workers it contracts to do 
work at its site who may be exposed.

D is wrong because OSHA duties are “nondelega-
ble”—that is,you can’t transfer them to another per-
son. So the lease clause purporting to make the tenant 
solely responsible for OSHA compliance is unenforce-
able—both the owner and the tenant have potential 
OSHA safety responsibilities for the work.

PRACTICAL POINTER: While it can’t make you solely 
responsible for OSHA liability, your owner may and prob-
ably will require you to comply with OSHA and other laws 
affecting the work. This is something you’d have to do any-
way. To manage these liability risks:

• Do your due diligence before signing the lease, for 
example, by having an environmental consultant do an 
assessment;

• Ask your owner to include a lease clause representing 
and warranting that the space contains no asbestos or 
other hidden hazards;

• Hire contractors with proven safety records and safety 
programs; and

• Add a clause to the service contract that requires the 
contractor to do the work in compliance with OSHA 
and other applicable laws. ♦
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• U.K. Retailer Crosses Pond to Expand  
Global Brand

• Tenants Seek Hot Deals as Canadian Office 
Market Cools

• New Lease Accounting Rules Have Owners, 
Tenants Worried

• Sweet Spot in CRE Market May Sour  
Tenant Advantages

Q & A

Q & A

• Asking Owner to Help Increase Foot Traffic 
for Holiday Season

• Determining Obligation to Pay for Capital 
Improvements

• Negotiating for ‘Abatement,’ Not ‘Set-Off’  
in Lease

• Going Green to Boost Your Bottom Line

• Preparing for Lease Renewal Negotiations

• Making Sure Data Center Is Specialized to 
Your Needs

• Limiting Owner’s Right to Monitor,  
Replace Guarantor

• Liability for Parking Restriction Disputes

• Is Definition of ‘Adjoined’ Affected by 
Unusable Space?

A N N U A L  I N D E X

If you missed any 2014 issues of the INSIDER, just log on to our Web site, www .CommercialTenantsLeaseInsider .com .  
There, you can download PDFs of past issues from our Archive, or look for these articles under the following headings:

(continued on p. 8)
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• Negotiating Exceptions to Operating 
Covenant

WINNERS & LOSERS

• Does Owner Waive Eviction Rights by 
Accepting Late Rent?

DOS & DON’TS

• Don’t Rent Storage Space for Retail Use

• Don’t Assume License Gives You Same 
Rights as Lease

• Negotiate Very Short Initial Lease

• Remind Owner of Duty to Cooperate

• Don’t Fall Into Renewal Rent Increase Trap

• Don’t Accidentally Trigger Lease Default

• Decode Lease Labels for Yourself

• Encourage Interior Landscaping in Center

• Don’t Subsidize Money-Making Business  
for Owner

• Put Lease Term Length at Top of 
Negotiations

RECENT COURT RULINGS

TENANT WINS

• Tenant Not Responsible for Management 
Fees

• Tenant Didn’t Have to Pay Expenses for  
Out-of-State Surveyor

• Tenant Off Hook for Common Area 
Slip-and-Fall

• Lease Guaranty Not Enforceable Without 
Signature of Guarantor

• Lease Excuses Tenant from Liability for Fire

• Ambiguous Lease Interpreted Against Drafter

• Default Judgment Set Aside for Tenant’s 
‘Excusable Neglect’

• Lease Required Owner to Make Major 
Repairs to Property

• Guarantor, Not Tenant, on Hook for  
Lease Obligations

• Owner Can’t Sue for Future Rent Without 
Acceleration Clause

• Owner Liable for Shopper’s Injuries  
Outside Tenant’s Store

• Use of Specific Tenant’s Name Binding  
on Owner

TENANT LOSES

• Termination Agreement Didn’t Extinguish 
Tenant’s Guaranty Obligations

• Tenant’s Oral Request Not Sufficient to 
Renew Lease

• Bankruptcy Cap Applies to Claims Resulting 
from Lease Rejection

• Indemnification Exclusion Didn’t Apply to 
Shopper’s Lawsuit

• Arbitration Required for Offset Dispute

• Tenant Couldn’t Rely on Owner’s  
Verbal Assurances

• ‘Diner’ Lease’s Restrictive Covenant 
Ambiguous

• Mediation Necessary to Determine  
Sidewalk Liability

• Court Finds No Implied Term for 
Construction Completion in Lease

• Defect Must Be Latent to Defeat As-Is Lease

• Personal Lease Guaranty Was Ambiguous

• Tenant Must Pay Rent During Reduced 
Occupancy Period

• Owner Didn’t Waive Early Termination 
Provisions

• Trial Needed to Determine Creation of 
Hazardous Condition

• Owner Not Liable for Tenant’s Flood Damage

• Tenant Must Be ‘Prevailing Party’ to Collect 
Attorney’s Fees

MODEL TOOLS

• Type A Lease v. Type B Lease: Comparison 
of Impact of Expense Recognition Rules 
Over 10 Years

• Make Sure Your Cannabis Lease Protects 
You from Legal Risks

• Specify Terms for Contracting Space

• Draft Lease Audit Provision in Your Favor

• Ensure Flexibility to Spend TIA

• Use Commencement Date Notice to  
Avoid Disputes

• Repair Tracking Sheet

• Confirm Your Request for Repairs in Letter  
to Owner

• Draft Airtight Indemnity Clause

• Agree to Reasonable Continuing Net Worth 
Requirements for Guarantor

• Specify Permitted Store Closures ♦

Annual Index  
(continued from p. 7)

CommerCialTenanTsleaseinsider.Com
Never Worry About Losing an Issue Again!

If you like the articles and Model Tools in your current issue, be sure to go to CommerCialTenanTsleaseinsider.Com 
for instant access to over 5 years of back issues in an easily searchable archive. You’ll also get:

✦  Over 100 Model Lease Clauses and Forms you can 
download and use immediately to your advantage.

✦  Concise summaries of the most important  
court rulings involving commercial property  
owners and tenants.

✦  Tips for drafting leases and agreements that  
plug dangerous loopholes and will benefit you.

✦  Guidance for negotiating effective, favorable  
lease terms from the experts on the INSIDER’s  
Board of Advisors.

✦  Direct access to our editorial staff with the  
ASK THE INSIDER feature.

✦ CRE news updated weekly and much more!

Go to www.CommercialTenantsLeaseInsider.com

Fully 
Searchable 

Archives!

Get the most out of your subscription today!


